
With over half of cats and dogs either  
overweight or obese*, responsible pet 
owners are looking for solutions to help them 
accurately portion out their pet’s food and 
monitor how much they eat. 

Ideal for cats and small dogs, the Microchip Pet Feeder 
Connect features integrated scales which enable pet owners 
to precisely measure each serving of food. Used with the 
Sure Petcare App and Hub, it accurately reports in real time 
how much and when a pet eats every day. Helping all pets 
to establish a healthy lifestyle, it is of particular benefit to 
overweight pets, those with medical conditions that require 
close monitoring of feeding or  multi-pet homes where one 
pet steals another pet’s food.

Monitor how much pets eat  
and notice changes in 
their feeding behavior

Microchip-controlled access stops  
other pets from stealing food

Battery life - 6 months  
(4xC cell batteries – not included)

LEDs enable accurate 
portioning when adding food

Sealed bowl keeps food 
fresher for longerIntegrated weighing scales 

Program your  
pet’s microchip at  

the touch of a button
Your pet’s microchip 

number is  then 
permanently stored 

in memory

The lid opens when a 
registered 

pet approaches 
Your pet can access their 
food at any time without 
the fear of it being stolen

Introduce  
movement to the 

lid gradually
The training mode helps 

pets get used to the feeder 
in their own time

The lid remains 
closed for 

unauthorized pets
Ensuring each 

 pet’s food stays 
 their own

Microchip  
Pet Feeder 
Connect *59.5% of cats and 55.8% of dogs classified as overweight or obese, Association for Pet Obesity Prevention (APOP).
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Hub connects to your home 
router to communicate with the 
Sure Petcare App

Connected products
link to Hub
(sold separately) 

Insights 
Monitor how much, how often and when a 
pet eats. Notice changes over time which  
may indicate changes in a pet’s health

Feeding Updates 
Check when a pet was last fed and 
how much food is left in their bowl

Invite Family and Friends 
Share access with friends, family and  
pet sitters and manage their permissions

Accurate Portioning 
Set the food type and quantity of each 
serving using the Sure Petcare App

Feeder size 
8 1/2”(H) x 9” (W) x 12 1/4”(D)  

Packaging size 
12 5/8” (H) x 10 13/16” (W) x 5 1/3” (D)

Supplied with 2x Half bowls (gray),  
1x Single bowl (gray)  
and 1x Mat (gray)

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
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APP FEATURES

SURE PETCARE APP
DOWNLOAD FOR FREE
Can also be accessed at surepetcare.io

Hub size 
3 1/2” (diameter) x 2 3/4”(H)

Packaging size 
4 5/8” (H) x 5 7/8” (W) x 4 2/8” (D)

Supplied with Ethernet cable (5’) 
and power supply (5’)  
US, UK, EU and AUS plug 3 1/2”
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